Hello Great Wall of China,

Some animals can't go from one place to another

how many people did it take to built you?
Hello Chinese mountain,

why do you have terraces?

Look how we walk by the edge so we won't step on the plants.
Hello Australian rock,

why are you alone?

Wind and water have so much strength
Hello Yellowstone river,

why are you so fast?

What a beautiful world!
Hello clouds,

why can't I grab you?

You are part of the water cycle
Hello road,

why are you so hard?

There are so many roads!
Hello Libyan oasis,

why do you have plants?

It is great to see how you help people from the desert!
Hello Teepee,

are you always in the same place?

There are similar stores in the northern part of Africa.
Hello Portugese vineyard,

why do you have to be trimmed?

With the remains of pruning it is possible to make food for plants
Hello Canadian trees,

how do you survive with all the cold?

The branches grow less where the wind blows
Hello swans from the Alps,

why don’t you get wet?

I am remembering the ugly duckling...
Hello Pennsylvanian pumpkins,

why do you live at ground level?

The orange colored vegetables are good for the eyesight.